
  Physical Amenities: The annual maintenance of the college infrastructure and support 
facilities is periodically maintained by the management. The campus is assured for its 
sanitation and hygiene with ample number of staff to ensure a clean.  Further, the 
institution emphasizes its superiority in asserting that the campus is plastic free. The 
replacement of damaged furniture is done periodically.  

 Laboratory: The laboratory apparatus are occasionally checked. The management places 
electricians for the repairs of UPS, lights, fans and solar street lights.  Proper drainage 
facility is confirmed within the campus premises. Separate stock registers are used to 
record the usage of distinct electrical structures in different rooms.  Fire extinguishers are 
located at necessary places in the campus. The smart classes with sufficient ICT supported 
facilities is inaugurated on July, 07  2016. Teaching aids like LCD projectors,   Desktops, 
Sound system are appropriately maintained. Library: The library books are properly 
preserved and damaged books are replaced. Each year marks the arrival of new books and 
journal that are added to the library.  

 Sports: The institution takes immense pleasure in admitting and encouraging sports 
students. Grounds Gymnasium are maintained regularly. The winners are recognized by 
the management and the players are continuously encouraged. Maintenance works are 
done by   skilled workers like a plumbers, carpenters, painters and electricians. College 
campus and class rooms are cleaned routinely.  This routine maintenance is done by our 
maintenance staff adequate staff for maintenance was appointed by our management. 
Class rooms administrative office, staff room, corridor library and laboratories, are swept 
daily. Bathrooms are cleaned twice in a day sanitary workers were appointed for this 
purpose separately. Mopping of class rooms, libraries laboratories, staffroom 
administrative office class windows and roof sweeping were done on Saturday’s water 
tank corridor and staircases are cleaned weekly. The members of the staff council and 
student council report their grievances regarding maintenance issues to the Principal.  The 
Principal analyze and sort out the issues immediately. With the consent of the 
management grievances are redressed. Repair of the building, painting are done by 
contract basis cleaning of water supply lines and drainage lines were done quarterly. 
Painting of the walls and furniture  done annually  Leakage, renovation and repairing  as 
per need  Servicing  repairing  replacement of electrical equipment and installations  in the 
campus is carried out by our electricians  with the help of external force. Repairing of the 
furniture is done by contract staff. Computers are serviced and hardware is upgraded   
software are purchased.  UPS and batteries are monitored by our technical and 
maintenance staff periodically and repaired by external agencies. Boards showing “plastic 
free campus”,” Untouchability Prevention”, “Tobacco free campus”, “Aids Awareness”, 
“anti ragging” are installed by stake holders to maintain cleanliness. 


